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Alphacool Eiszapfen quick
release connector kit with

double bulkhead G1/4
inner thread - Chrome

$31.75

Product Images

Short Description

Alphacool’s new quick connectors, called the “Eiszapfen” (icicle), are the newest addition to the “Eis” series.
High quality and impressive features take every water cooling system a step forward in quality and
practicality!
A quick-release connector can be used anywhere where expandability, flexibility, or cleanliness play a big
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role. The compact connectors have a 1/4” thread on both sides, making them compatible with all standard
components.

Description

Alphacool’s new quick connectors, called the “Eiszapfen” (icicle), are the newest addition to the “Eis” series.
High quality and impressive features take every water cooling system a step forward in quality and
practicality!
A quick-release connector can be used anywhere where expandability, flexibility, or cleanliness play a big
role. The compact connectors have a 1/4” thread on both sides, making them compatible with all standard
components.

The connectors can be separated by pulling down the outer rings. Both sides immediately shut completely, so
that no water can leak out. The special N.D.S.L. technology (no drip, no splash, no leak) ensures no water
drips, splashes or leaks out while opening the connectors. When the pieces are reconnected, both sides
audibly click together and are locked tightly with a double o-ring, which is simply pressed together when
reconnecting. This also prevents any deterioration of the o-ring. The mechanism was also designed for
longevity, to ensure a secure connections even after several years.

Many quick connectors tend to compromise the flow rate. But Alphacool has found a way to solve this
problem. These quick connectors can still sustain a high flow rate!
 
Alphacool’s quick connectors are available in two models. In deep black and completely chromatized
versions, they fit seamlessly into any system.

Specifications

1. Side: G1/4" inner thread

2. Side: G1/4" inner thread

Color: silver nickel

Compatibility: Soft tubing (PVC, Silikon, Neoprene)

Manufacturer: Alphacool

Material: Brass

Rotatable: No

Thread length: 5mm

Technical Specifications:

Dimensions (L x D): 64.6 x 23.9mm
Material: brass
Colour: chrome
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Thread: 2x 1/4” inner

Scope of Delivery:

1x Alphacool Eiszapfen quick release connector kit with double bulkhead G1/4 inner thread - chrome

Notice:

The quick connectors should not be used dry for prolonged periods, as this will put stress on the o-rings and
leak tightness can no longer be guaranteed.

 

Additional Information

Brand Alphacool

SKU AC-17367

Weight 0.5000

Special Order No

Fitting Type Disconnect

Fitting Size 1/4"

Fitting Angle Straight

Fitting Finish Chrome

Vendor SKU/EAN 4250197173674


